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 (To be advised)

Advanced

TRENDING ISSUES IN 
MARINE INSURANCE

Marine Series

Date(s): 12 May 2023
Time: 9.00am to 5.00pm
CPD Hours: 7

REGISTER 
HERE

PROGRAMME HIGHLIGHTS
This 1-day advanced programme covers the trending global issues in Marine 
Insurance such as the environmental effects of shipping and maritime cyber 
risk. The issues of inflation and insured value adjustments shall be discussed. The 
increasing role of insurance in monitoring compliance with international sanctions, 
and the sanctions exclusion clauses now being used in the marine market shall also be 
examined. The session culminates in a review of the risk exposure that ports and terminals face 
and the insurance coverage available for them.

FOR WHOM
• Direct and Reinsurance Underwriters, Brokers and Claims Practitioners with at least 36 months of experience in 

marine insurance.
• Ship operators, charterers, cargo owners, surveyors and maritime financial organisations wishing to expand or 

reinforce their knowledge of the insurance aspects of the maritime industries.

• Assess the environmental effects of shipping.
• Understand the impact of the various cyber risks on 

the maritime industry and the ways to mitigate such 
risks.

• Explain how inflation is hitting the maritime world.
• Assess the need to monitor increased costs to replace 

vessels or parts thereof and its importance for marine 
insurance.

• Describe the increasing role of insurance in 
monitoring compliance with international sanctions, 
and the sanctions exclusion clauses now being used 
in the marine market. 

• Analyse the risk exposure that ports, and terminals 
face and the insurance coverage available to them.

KEY LEARNING OUTCOMES
At the end of this programme, the participants will be able to:

https://www.scicollege.org.sg/Course/GetCourseHtml?CSID=23RMAR03


PROGRAMME OUTLINE
• The environmental effects of shipping.
• Maritime cyber risk.
• Inflation and insured value 

adjustments.
• International sanctions monitoring.
• Port and terminal operators risk and 

insurance.

PROGRAMME LEADER
Mr Stephen Harris

PROGRAMME FEE
Full Course Fee (incl. of 8% GST): S$617.76

Net Course Fee*: S$331.76 (incl. of 8% GST and 
after 50% MCF funding) for Singapore Citizens and 
Singapore Permanent Residents

*Eligible participants are required to pay the net 
course fee only upon registration.

SINGAPORE COLLEGE OF INSURANCE
CPE Registration No: 199408491M
Period Of CPE Registration: From 26 September 2019 to 25 September 2023

For enquiries, please contact: Singapore College of Insurance
Tel: (65) 6221 2336 | Email: talk2us@scidomain.org.sg | Website: www.scicollege.org.sg

Information presented on this marketing material is correct at the time of publishing. However, changes to the 
programme contents, dates, time, duration, venue and faculty members can occur owing to unforeseen circumstances. 
Every effort will be made to inform all participants of such changes on a timely basis.
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